A Composite Modified Deflocculant for Alcohol-Based Casting Coating
SHENG Xiao-bo, QI Quan-zhu, LIN Ping-hua, et al

A Hardening-Promoter for CO₂-Cured Phenolic-Formaldehyde Resin Used in Foundry
LIU Wei-hua, LI Ying-min, REN Yu-yan

Synthesis of Polyurethane Benzylic Ether Phenolic Resin Used in Foundry
HUANG Ren-he, CHEN Li-hui, HU Ting-ting

Effect of Varying Rare-Earth Content on 40CrMnSi Alloy Steel
HUI Chun-hua, LI Ting-ju, JIN Wen-zhong

Micro-Analysis of Casting Penetration Composite Layer with Vanadium and Chromium on the Surface of Cast Steel and Its Dry Sliding Wear Property
YANG Tao-bin, CHEN Yue, LI Xiao-bin

Semisolid Thixoforming of ZL116 Alloy
ZHAO Da-zi, LU Gui-min, CUI Jian-zhong

Investment Casting
Production Technology of Investment Casting Nozzles
SHAO Kang-zhen, LI Tong, ZHAO Jing-xiang

Composite Materials
Preparation and Interface Reaction Mechanism of Al₂O₃-
SiO₂/AZ91D Magnesium Matrix Composites
CHEN Zhu-yan, LI Wen-fang, YAO Jian-gang, et al

Computer Application
Numerical Simulation for Forming Process of Tubular Spray Deposit in Spray Forming
**Test Technology**
Development of a Testing Equipment for Molding Sand’s Deformability Based on PC
RAO Lei, LI Ke, ZHANG Ying, et al

**Foundry Equipment**
Application of Fuzzy-PID Controller in Counter-Gravity Casting Filling System
ZHOU Yu-chuan, HAO Qi-tang, LI Xin-lei, et al

**Application Technology**
Influence of Heating on Temperature Distribution and Compression Force Transferring of EPS Pattern
MI Guo-fa, FU Hong-xia, WANG Kuang-fei, et al
Effects of Pouring and Mold Temperature on Hot Crack Tendency of 6082 Aluminum Alloy
HU Yue-qiao, SHAO Guang-jie, YANG Yi-tao
Influence of Alumina on Modifier Strontium in A356 Alloy Melt
GE Xue-yuan, LI Jian-guo, TAN Hong-yun, et al
Influence of Argentinian Content on the Property of Al-Cu-Mg-Mn Cast Aluminum Alloy
Kuo Yeong-Sant
Analysis of As-Cast Microstructure of Cu-Cr-Zr Alloy
HUANG Fu-xiang, LI Chun-tian, WANG Zheng-lin, et al
Microstructure and Properties of Stibium Brass
SHU Xue-peng, XIAO Lai-rong, YI Dan-qing, et al
Effect of Multi-Modification on Microstructure and Properties of High Manganese Steel
WU Hua, Xu Shan-shan

**Experience Exchange**
Analysis of Leakage Defect of Cylinder Body and Its Prevention
YU Na-hong, ZHOU Jie
Influence of Instant Stream Inoculation on Microstructure and Section Sensitivity of WD615 Flywheel
QIAO Jin-guo, HAO Yan-hong, WANG Xiao-lin, et al
Preparation and Quality Control of No-Nickel Low Temperature Steel D11N Casting
LI Wen-sheng, LU Yang, WANG Zhi-ping
Study on Roasting Process of Silica Sol Ceramic Mold
YUAN Xin-qiang, WANG Zhong, CHEN Li-gai, et al
Study and Application of Investment Casting Technology of QT550-6
LIU jian-guo
Investment Casting of K487 Inner-Tailpipe Nozzle
YANG Man-li, YU Wang-sheng, ZHOU Zhi-hua, et al

**Foundry Forum**
Systems Engineering of Foundry Waste Resource Recovery
SUN Ke-wei, LI Ru-yan
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**Special Review**
Application of Electromagnetic Field in Materials Solidification
BAI Yan-feng, ZHOU Yue-ming, YAN Biao, et al
Review of Research on Database of Casting CAE Software
WU Cai-gu, LI Ri, XIA Xing-chun, et al

**New Materials & New Techniques**
Effect of Silicon on Microstructure and Properties of As-Cast Heavy Section Ductile Iron with High Toughness
SUN Yun-fu, YU Guang-wen, CUI Jin-he, et al
Manufacture of Patternless Sand Mould Based on Selective Laser Sintering Resin Coated Sand
WANG Peng-cheng, XIAO Jian-jie, LI Jing-ju
Influence of Heat Treatment on Microstructure and Properties of Cu-Cr-Zr Alloy
CHENG Zhi-gang, WANG Zhi-dong, LIN Guo-biao, et al
Phases Analysis of High Properties Al-Si-Cu-Ni-Mg Piston Alloy
WANG Xuan-fu, LIU Xiang-fu, DING Hai-min
Effect of Gadolinium on Microstructure and Mechanical Properties of Mg-5Sn-0.5Zn Alloy
HE Feng, LI Jian-ping, YANG Zhong, et al
Effects of Boron Content on Microstructure and Properties of Super-High Manganese Steel
HE Jiang-ai, LI Shu-qin, XIN Qi-bin

**Die Casting**
Squeeze Casting for Valve Bodies
XING Shu-ming, ZHANG Mi-lan, XING Wen-bin

**Composite Materials**
Microstructure and Mechanical Properties of Al-11%Mg-Matrix Composites Reinforced by Al_{72}Ni_{12}Co_{16} Decagonal Quasicrystal Particles
WANG Bing-hui, YANG Gen-cang, ZHU Man, et al

**Computer Application**
Stress Field Numerical Simulation for Inclusions of Large Rudder Arm Steel Casting Sample
ZHANG Ke-feng, YANG Di-xin, XIE Jing-pei, et al
Computer Aided Design for Structure and Casting Technique of Supporting Trunnion Roller
WANG Zhi-ping, YANG Lei, XIAO Rong-zhen, et al
Casting Process Simulation of CCDZ50 Type Bogie’s Axle Box
HU Rui-sheng, ZHANG Li-zhong, TAN Yan-long, et al
Dynamic Model of Pearlite Transformation in Ductile Iron
LIU Feng, YANG Yi

**Application Technology**
Production Technology of GJV SiMo4.5-0.6 Vermicular Iron Exhaust Manifold
ZENG Sheng-han, WEI Jie-ian, WU Bing-huan
Influence of Rapid Solidified Al-La Master Alloy on Microstructure and Mechanical Properties of ZL108
LIU Fu-cai, CUI Chun-xiang, DONG Tian-shun, et al
Failure Analysis of Forming Dies for Firebrick and Selection of Its Material
CHEN Dan

Effects of Strontium and Boron Additions on Solidification Temperature Range and Fluidity of AZ91 Magnesium Alloy
ZHENG Fei-xu, WENG Kang-rong, ZHANG Chen-xi, et al
Solid-Liquid Mixed Casting Technology and Its Application in Al-Cr Alloy
LI Jian-yue, LIU Jin-song, CHEN Zhen-hua, et al
CAE Analysis and Improvement of Air Leakage Defect for Gravity Casting Aluminum Alloy Wheel Hub
YE An-ying, MA Ying, CHENG Zheng-ming

Production Manage
Casting Yield and Management of Foundry Production
YU Yong-zi-hi

Experience Exchange
Casting Aluminium Alloy Pressure-Tight Shell by Technique of Horizontal Tilting Metal Mould Casting
PANG Sheng-lun, XI Hai-chao, YANG Chang-hai
Causation Analysis and Preventing Measures of Hot Crack in Turn K2 Side Bearer
LI Jian
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Special Review
Application of Aluminum Lost Foam Castings in America and Suggestions for Promoting LFC of Aluminum Alloys in China
YE Sheng-ping, SUN Zhi-chen
Review on Iron Removal from Secondary Aluminum Alloy
GE Wei-yun, SHU Da, GAO Jian-wei, et al
Modifying Effect of Antimony in Al-Si Alloys
DONG Guang-ming, SUN Guo-xiong, LIAO Heng-cheng, et al

New Materials & New Techniques
A New Casting Technique of Agitating Semi-Solid Magnesium Alloy Using a Gas Blowing Method
ZOU Ying, DONG Xuan-pu, ZHANG Jie, et al
Influence of Zonal Segregation on Mechanical Properties of Large ZL205A Alloy Castings
LI Yu-sheng, ZHAI Hu, WANG Tao, et al
Preparation of hBN-Y2O3 Based Shell Mould Used for Investment Casting of Titanium Alloy
SHEN Bin, LIU Hong-bao, KONG Bo, et al
Effects of Heat Treatment on Microstructure and Mechanical Properties of Lost Foam Casting AZ91-0.6MM-0.5Cd Alloy
TIAN Xue-Feng, FAN Zhi-yuan, HUANG Nai-yu
Microstructure Evolution in the Semi-Solid Hypereutectic High Cr Cast Iron at Partial Re-melting Temperature
XU Yan-ling, ZHOU Rong-feng, JIANG Ye-hua, et al
Properties and Forming Characters of Water Soluble Salt-Core Reinforced by Ceramic Whiskers
WAN Li, XU Peng-cheng, LUO Ji-rong

Remelting Treatment of High Chromium Cast Iron Alloys Prepared by Solid-Liquid Mixed Casting Process
HE Jian-jun, CHEN Zhen-hua, CHEN Jian, et al
Synthesis Technology of EPS Binder for Casting
LI Ying-min, LIU Yan-feng, REN Yu-yuan

Die Casting
Flaw Analyses of Die Casting Copper Alloy Bearing Cage Based on Numerical Simulation
YU Bao-ye, YANG Yang, SUO Zhan-hai, et al

Computer Application
Phase Field Simulation of Pure Material Dendritic Growth Under Convection Condition
WANG Ying-shuo, CHEN Chang-le

Foundry Forum
Precaution and Control of Magnesium-Related Disasters in Magnesium Alloys Foundry Works
LIU Liu-fa, ZHAI Chun-quan, DING Wen-jiang

Application Technology
Application of Bimetal Material in High-Temperature Wear Resistant Liners
QIN Chun-gui, QIN Chun-rong
Effects of Chill on the Secondary Dendrite Arm Spacing and Densification of Al-Si-Mg Alloy
MI Guo-fa, WANG Kuang-fei, LIU Xiang-yu, et al
Triethylamine Cold Box Core-Making Technique for Cylinder Block and Head Castings
DONG Wen-bo, ZHOU Jie, JIANG Xian-bo
Microstructure and Mechanical Properties of Thin-Section Compacted Graphite Cast Iron
YANG Tong, GUO Yong-chun, LIU Jian-ping, et al
Effects of Aluminum on Microstructure and Hardness of Heat and Abrasion Resistant Steel
ZHANG Yan, SUN Yu-fu, GUAN Shao-kang, et al
Effect of Austempering Temperature on Microstructure and Mechanical Properties of CADI
GAO Song, LIU Jin-hai, LI Guo-xu, et al
Microstructural Evolution of Mg-6Zn-1.5Gd-0.4Zr Alloy During Semi-Solid Isothermal Heat Treatment
CAO Lei, HAO Qi-tang, YANG Guang-yu, et al
Influences of Gallium on Microstructure and Mechanical Properties of Mg-x%Al-2%Ga Alloys
YI Yang, SUN Jing, YANG Lin, et al
Study on Filling Capacity of Liquid Gray Iron in a Small Diameter Mould
TANG Zhen, LIU Jiu, ZHOU Kai, et al
Effect of Co on High Aluminum Bronze’s Corrosion Property
LU Yang, LI Zhen, LI Wei-sheng, et al
Study on Preparation of SiC Based Foam Ceramic Filters
CAO Du-qi, MAI Kai-hua, MA Lei, et al
Selection of Materials for High Chromium Cast Iron Castings with Thick Cross Section
ZHOU Juan, YANG Zhen-hua, CHEN Shu-qing, et al